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Introduction

In this paper we present a multilingual SPARQL-based [1] retrieval interface for
querying cultural heritage data in natural language (NL). The presented system offers an elegant grammar-based approach which is based on Grammatical
Framework (GF) [2], a grammar formalism supporting multilingual applications.
Using GF, we are able to present a cross-language SPARQL grammar covering
15 languages and a cross-language retrieval interface that uses this grammar for
interacting with the Semantic Web4 . To our knowledge, this is the first implementation of SPARQL generation and parsing via GF that is published as a
knowledge representation infrastructure-based prototype.
Querying the Semantic Web in natural language, more specifically, using
English to formulate SPARQL queries with the help of controlled natural language (CNL) syntax has been developed before [3,4]. Such approaches, based
on verbalization methods are adequate for English, but in a multilingual setting
where major challenges such as lexical and structural gaps become prominent
[5], grammar-based approaches are preferable. The work presented here complements the method proposed by Lopez et al. [6] in that it faces the challenges
in realizing NL in real world systems, not only in English, but also in multiple
languages.
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An Interface for Multilingual Queries

Our system follows the approach of the Museum Reason-able View (MRV) of
Linked Open Data (LOD) [7]. It provides a unified access to the cultural heritage
sources including LOD from DBpedia,5 among other sources.
4
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A demo is available from the following page: http://museum.ontotext.com/
http://dbpedia.org
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Fig. 1. Demo of the natural language query “show all paintings that are by Leonardo
da Vinci” in Italian.

The query grammar for this data covers the nine central classes: title, painter,
type, colour, size, year, material, museum, place and the major properties describing the relationship between them: hasCreationDate, fromTimePeriodValue,
toTimePeriodValue, hasMaterial, hasTitle, hasDimension, hasCurrentLocation,
hasColour. The set of SPARQL queries we cover include the famous five WH
questions: who, where, when, how, what. Table 1 shows some NL queries and
their mappings to query variables in SPARQL.
NL Query
SPARQL
Where is Mona Lisa located?
:hasCurrentLocation ?location
What are the colours of Mona Lisa? :hasColour ?colour
Who painted Mona Lisa?
:createdBy ?painter
When was Mona Lisa painted?
:hasCreationDate ?crdat
How many paintings were painted by
Leonardo da Vinci?
?(count(distinct ?painting) as ?count)
Table 1. Queries and query variables

The NL to SPARQL mapping is implemented as a transformation table,
which could be extended to cover larger syntactic question variations.
The grammar has a modular structure with three main components: (1) lexicon modules covering ontology classes and properties; (2) data module covering
ontology instances; and (3) query module covering NL questions and SPARQL
query patterns. It supports NL queries in 15 languages, including: Bulgarian,
Finnish, Norwegian, Catalan, French, Romanian, Danish, Hebrew, Russian, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, English, German and Swedish. The system relies on GF grammars, treating SPARQL as yet another language. In the same manner as NL
generation, SPARQL patterns are encoded as grammar rules. Because of this
compact representation within the same grammar, we can achieve parallel translations between any pair of the 15 languages and SPARQL.
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The grammar-based interface provides a mechanism to formulate a query in
any of the 15 languages, translate it to SPARQL and view the answers in any of
those languages. The answers can be displayed as natural language descriptions
or as triples. The latter can then be navigated as linked data. The browsing of
the triples can be carried on continuously; by clicking on one of the triples listed
in the answers, a new SPARQL query is launched and the results are generated
as natural language text via the same grammar-based interface or as triples.

Fig. 2. Example of the query “who painted Guernica?” in 15 languages and in
SPARQL.
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Evaluation

Following previous question answering over linked data (QALD) evaluation challenges [5], we divided the evaluation into three parts, each focusing on a specific
aspect: (1) user satisfaction, i.e. how many queries were answered; (2) correctness; and (3) coverage, how the system scales up.
For the first parts of the evaluation, we considered a number of random
queries in 7 languages and counted the number of corrections that 1-2 native
informants would make to the original queries. The results of the evaluation
showed that the amount of suggested corrections is relatively low for the majority
of the evaluated languages. The overall correctness of the generated queries seem
to be representative and acceptable, at least among the users who participated
in the evaluation.
Regarding coverage, the grammar allows for paraphrasing most of the question patterns, which sums up, on average to 3 paraphrases per construction in
the English grammar. The number of alternatives varies across languages, but
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the average across languages ranges between 2 and 3 paraphrases per construction. In addition, the 112 basic query patterns from the query grammar can be
combined with logical operators, in order to obtain more complex queries, which
sums up to 1159 query patterns that the grammar covers, including WH and
Yes/No questions. The additions needed to build the query grammar in order
for it to scale up are small, given that the other resources are in place. Also for
building the query grammar for a given language, no more than 150 lines of code
are needed. This process can be done semi-automatically.
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Conclusions

We introduce a novel approach to multilingual interaction with the Semantic
Web content via GF grammars. The method has been successfully demonstrated
for the cultural heritage domain and could subsequently be implemented for
other domains or scaled up in terms of languages or content coverage. The main
contribution with respect to current state-of-the-art approaches is SPARQL support and question answering in 15 languages.
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